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SALARIES: Making What Will Be, Not Be 
 

Salaries. They are a common topic of conversation. 
 

How much we make working at our jobs can have an impact on everything 
from our physical safety to our mental well-being. Of late, it has become a social 
and political issue fueling heated conflicts not only among politicians but between the 
perceived “haves” and “have-nots.” 
 
It has certainly been an on-going conversation within the media professions, 
particularly broadcasting, for decades. In my nearly 20 years as a professional, the 
salaries were, at least, made the focal points of sarcastic remarks and, at most, a 
significant factor in career decisions. So, as a professional turned educator who now 

trains future journalists in broadcasting and print, I thought it appropriate to examine the state of salaries in 
the journalism field, particularly with respect to broadcasting. Moreover, as one of many 
professional/educators, it seems important to share a revealing perspective many of us have on what “has 
been” and “will be.“ And from my perspective, what “will be” is not positive. 
 
It is hard to argue against the notion that most broadcast non-management employees are not paid 
adequately. I include in this group radio and television and both on-air and off-air workers. As a former 
worker in television production, I can attest to the difficulty of living off the wage of a fulltime production 
assistant. The pay rate is usually minimum wage or a little more depending on previous experience. But 
where pay becomes more significant is with respect to broadcast journalists. These are the people who 
gather and disseminate information about our communities, governments and world. It is important these 
people be the best and brightest who can decipher and communicate complicated actions and ideas into 
understandable forms. And it’s here where I see the not so positive “will be.” 
 
A number of studies make clear how broadcast journalists are paid. RTDNA reports that in 2010 the 
average TV reporter salary was about $40,000. This includes all markets. For radio reporters, median 
salaries are $30,000 for stations with 50,000 to 250,000 listeners and $18,500 for stations with fewer than 
50,000 listeners. According to World Bank statistics, the average income in the U.S. in 2010 was $48,353. In 
2013, Forbes Magazine reported that data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics show reporting jobs in 
the media average $43,640 while The World Bank finds the average U.S. income is more than $53,000. 
What these data suggest is that not only are news people being paid well below the U.S. national salary 
average but that the gap between recent average reporter salaries and the national average is widening. 
 
In reality, these numbers do not surprise me. Since my first professional job, I knew I wasn’t going to make a 
lot of money. I did the job because I wanted to work in news, particularly broadcast. But my eyes became 
wider when I became an educator. For more than a decade now, I have seen young, eager, intelligent 
students with cravings for reporting positions either very quickly or eventually come to the conclusion that 
they could not live adequately on the salaries paid by the news industry. And here is where I see the bleak 
“will be.” 
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I have kept in touch with many I have worked with in the television industry as well as a number of my 
graduated students through social media. In preparing for this essay, I solicited help from some of my 
Facebook friends. Many of them are former students who won awards from professional organizations for 
their college work. I asked them to respond to three questions; (1) Are you in the broadcast production or 
broadcast journalism business now (how long)? If no longer, how long were you in that career? What 
size market(s) you are/have been in? (2) From 1(absolutely terrible) to 10 (excellent), please rate 
salary/salaries you received. (3) If you left the broadcast news/production business(es), how much 
influence did salary have on your decision? 
 
Now, this is in no way a scientific study. So I make no claim that any of these finding are significant to a 
general population (I received only 15 responses). My purpose was to get a feel for attitudes of those who 
are still in or had been in the broadcast business and specifically news. And, at least in my opinion, the 
responses to questions two and three are revealing. 
 
As for those who have left the profession (Question 3), all said salary was a significant factor in their 
decisions. Some articulated evening/weekend/holiday work hours were additional factors. This was 
especially important to those who were becoming first time parents. But of those who were willing to work 
the long hours, all said it was just too difficult to meet their everyday financial responsibilities on their 
salaries. Some said moving to on-air positions and/or larger markets helped while others stated it made no 
difference. 
 
Perhaps most revealing is the ratings of salaries from one to ten (Question 2). All the responses were 
ratings of five or below, averaging around three. Only one person rated his current salary as six. But even 
thisperson stated he moved from a reporting position (rating:3) to a sales position at the same station to 
earn more money. But then when an anchor opportunity came along he took that because he wanted to 
return to news. 
 
Again this is not a scientific study. (There are many out there including Willnat and Weaver’s on-going study, 
The American Journalist In the Digital Age: Key Findings, 2014.) But for me it is significant because I know 
these people. They and many others who are college educated, experienced and can make major 
contributions to journalism are earning minimum wage. They are bright, talented, hard working individuals 
who take the responsibility of journalism very seriously. They planned or are planning for careers in the 
profession. But some have decided to change career paths or are dissatisfied with their jobs to a great 
extent because of their salaries. Others are surviving by taking part-time jobs which sometimes pay more. (I 
would hope the news director who is being waited on by his weekend anchor would feel some sense of 
embarrassment.) 
 
To be fair, I also know news managers who are dismayed they can’t pay more to their news staffs. Very 
often they are hampered by small budgets from parent corporations. So they try to compensate in other 
ways. 
 
Still, it is hard to deny the quality of the journalism profession, and in particular broadcast, is 
diminishing. Willnat and Weaver report 59% of their respondents think the profession is going in the wrong 
direction. 
 
What isn’t helping is that journalism has lost and is losing some of its best and brightest because they can 
no longer survive on minimal salaries. Most are willing to put in the long hours on weekends and holidays in 
small markets to do what they love and perhaps advance to greater rewards. But unless news managers 
and media corporations recognize the importance of paying a quality wage to their quality journalists at all 
levels, I fear what will be, will be. 

 


